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Abstract Because of the advances in additive manufacturing, porous infill design is targeted as one of the crucial issues 
[1], and porous structural design has received more studies in the community of topology optimization. Particularly, two 
studies intentionally exploited porosity to improve buckling strength [2] and damage tolerance [3]. While both studies 
relate to structural safety, the work in [3] is closely related to fail-safe design [4], which means the structure can still resist 
the design load when a local failure occurs. Compared with fail-safe design, porous structural design needs much less 
computation and therefore can potentially be used as a convenient way to improve fail-safe behavior. 
 
This study presents a new approach for porous structural design in the framework of single-scale density based topology 
optimization. In the work of [3], a constraint approach was investigated for generating optimized porous infill structures. 
Here, we present a novel filter approach to generate optimized porous structures, where local constraints are implicitly 
integrated into the material interpolation and automatically satisfied in the optimization. 
 
Porosity is a fundamental geometric feature of porous structures such as lattice structures and graded lattice structures. 
For lattice structures, porosity is usually controlled by prescribing the volume fraction of material in a unit cell. Here, 
porosity is controlled by the upper bound of the local volume fraction of material measured everywhere in the design 
domain. The resulting structures resemble graded lattice structures. Figure 1 shows one representative result. 
 
To emphasize the concept of porosity, the proposed filter is called porosity filter, and the general numerical schemes to 
control porosity is called porosity control. Because of the natural relation between porosity control and maximum length 
scale control [5], the proposed filter approach can also be used to control the maximum length scale. 
 

 
Fig. 1 One representative result of the proposed porous structural design  
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